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Players present with a purpose

Finals
loom

Directed by Mcl
Schroedcr, the George Fox
University Players, a traveling
drama troupe, consists of eight

ahead

George Fox students who dedi
cate time each week and many
weekends toward writing, prepar

BETH

ing, and presenting various
sketches concerning the joys and

TEMPLETQN

trials of the Christian walk.

News Editor

The group's first presen

The end is here — the

tation for the 2000-2001 school

end of the semester, that is, and

year was during freshman orien
tation, where they introduced
themselves, brought to life seg

t h a t m e a n s fi n a l s .

Finals are a way for
professors to measure a student's
growth in a certain subject area
and to evaluate how much they

ments of the student handbook,
and informed the freshmen, in a

humorous way, about the pres
sures of the first year at college.
Since that beginning
weekend, the Players have pre
sented their program in various
locations including Seattle, WA;

have learned and retained over
the course of the semester.

Although this time of
year is very stressful and full of
projects, tests, and countless
deadlines, it is important to ade

Forest Grove, OR; Boise, ID;

quately prepare for each exami

Springfield, OR; and on the
George Fox campus.
With approximately 50

nation.

"It's important to go
over your notes throughout the
s e m e s t e r, " s a y s M e l i s s a
Mckenzie, sophomore. "That
way when it comes time to study
for a test, you're not cramming at
the last minute."

"When you cram for a
test, you're less likely to remem
ber that information in the

future," says Melissa Austin,
sophomore. "Your mind is on
overload and can't recall every
thing you have gone over."
When

it

comes

to

photo by Erin Stelzenmueller

A critical family of Players make their way to church, with Ben Macy in control.
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Staff Writer
All eyes are on you.
You can feel the pressure of a

BRANDON

tests, experts have come up with
a variety of suggestions for stu
dents. "Making Your Mark," a
handbook by Lisa Fraser, out
lines a number of ways to

Staff Writer

make the hours count.

WALLACE

With the end of the first

semester approaching in one
week, students have been prepar
ing for spring semester at Fox.
As students are busy

Fraser suggests that for

getting their affairs in order, they
must remember to do one impor

every fifty minutes a person

t a n t t a s k ; c o n fi r m t h e i r s c h e d u l e

studies, they should take a ten-

with the registrar's office.
To confirm your sched
ule, ail you have to do is go to the

minute break.

"Study breaks are

important," says Austin. "I take
a nap when I need a break. Your
brain processes information
while you sleep, and you are
refreshed and ready to study
some more when you get up. It
has worked well for me."
No matter how many

hints or memory retention tricks
are out there, being prepared is

imperative. Other suggestions in
the handbook include reviewing

registrar's office and tell them
that your schedule is fine or bring
any changes you want to make to
your schedule along with your
advhsor's signature. Jim
Fleming, Registrar, said that stu
dents should make coming into

the registrar's office and confirm
ing their schedule a top priority.
Fleming also noted, "If

you are participating in athletics,
band, drama, choir, or field expe

riences, you need to make sure
See Finals, page 16

the Portland area, in various

Christian and secular elementary
schools, and in the Los Angeles
See Players, page 2

GFU students prepare for new semester

preparing for finals and other

improve study habits and how to

thousand practices climaxing to your performance. This moment
this moment, this morrient when
when you know that God has
you tell a story. This moment used you to impact a soul's des
when you share an intimacy with
tiny, simply by letting you do
those you have enraptured in
what you love: act.

performances throughout the
year, the Players currently are
planning to present in churches in

you register those activities with

the registrar's office."
Even though registra
tion week is over, students can

still make changes to their sched
ules. The registrar's office will
accept schedule changes up
through the drop period, which
ends on Jan. 19. If you make any
changes before then, you will not
have to pay any fees nor will you
have any type of grade penalty.
The last day that you can with
d ra w fro m a cl a ss n e xt se me ste r
is March 9.

Besides making sure
that your schedule is confirmed
with the registrar's office, stu
dents should also make sure they
are current with their school

billing with the student accounts
o f fi c e . A c c o r d i n g t o J e n n y

Getsinger, Associate Director of
Student Accounts, students
should receive a current bill

sometime during the second
w e e k i n D e c e m b e r.

Once students have their

bill, they have until Jan. 5 to
make all their payments.
Getsinger recommended that if

photi) by Culiin Cambridge
bill, wait until after Jan. 1 so that

the payment can be counted in
the 2001 tax year.

you, or your parents want to

make a payment on your school

See Sprinfi Senwsler, page 16
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Campus Contempldtiotts

What is your worst Christmas memory ever?
My worst Christmas ever
will probably be this one. My
grandfather died this semester, and
Christmas without him is going to
be quite the bummer.
However, it will also be the
b e s t ,

I because I

realize how incredibly grateful I
am for my family. You never real
ize that until one of them is gone.
— Michael McGeehon
The worst Christmas I can
remember was when I was about

12 years old, and I got the flu on

will

for

Christmas Eve. I swear that I threw

the

fi r s t

up twice my body weight by the
end of that holiday season.
Before the whole family

VY

Hungarian traditions it was after
morning I was so sick and body lunch when we started decorating
achey that I had to watch people the Christmas tree.
open my presents for me. Fun.

My brother and I worked
on fitting the tree into the tree
outside our apartment. After
My mom lives in Richland, stand
a
while
he got fed up with trying to
Wash., and my dad lives in
— Aaron Schmautz

Portland. The arrangement used to
be that I would spend Crhistmas

morning with my dad and the
afternoon with my mom.

But my junior year of high
^went back to their school, my flight was delayed and
respective homes,
the rest of the fami

ly was sick, while I
was recovering, so I had
to take care of them for a day or

I spent four hours in the airport.
By the time I got home, all but my

presents had been opened and the
remains of dinner was cold.

— Elisabeth Neely

two.

— Timothy Lafolette
My (I think) 9th grade year 1 had

My worst Christmas story
is my best Christmas story too.
For only one reason. In the

the flu on Christmas Eve. In the

Christmas of 1994 we all were

Student Snapshots

^together as a family.
The holiday craze
started out with my
mother. She was so

busy with the
thoughts of preparing
the proper, most deli
cious Christmas din

ner that she forgot
what day it was.
It was only the 23rd
of December and by
all means everything
was ready except no

carve the end of the tree with a
knife and decided to speed up the

process by just pressing the tree

into the metal tree stand slamming
on it with a hammer until the tree
got in.

It looked like an efficient

process until he accidently cut of

one of the three legs of the tree
stand and there we were, left with

only two legs to hold the tree out

side laughing. Of course, my
mother was very unhappy with the
loss of the tree stand leg, and she

got even more annoyed with us as
my brother decided to lead a piece
of rope through the hook of the
lights on the ceiling to balance the
wobbly three.
My mum thought he would
get electrocuted and took the rope
from my brother's hands. Then my
brother was about to wake up his
son and take his family with him to
go home and I had to call my pas
tor to pray for the peace of the fam
ily. After a while we all calmed

down and we had a great
Christmas to remember.
— Monika Mizsei

one was home. So,

Aimee Wedemeier
Aimee

is

a

freshman

from

she decided to drink

P a u l Wa l z
Paul

Walz

hails

some wine all by
from

herself,

for

it

Anchorage, Alaska, who is majoring in

Caldwell, Idaho, approximately half

seemed

Social Work and Christian Ministries. She

an hour from Boise. He lives in Penn

says her life goal is to be "a witness of

2 this year and enjoys track, basketbal, backpacking, hunting, fishing,
rafting, skiing, golfing, music, and the
color green.
His status is currently taken
("I have a beautiful girlfriend named
Sharee"), and he states that "Yes, I am

going to have a
lonely Christmas.

Christ's amazing love while working with

economically disadvantaged, inner-city
kids and their families in the Chicago
area."

She loves God first and foremost,

as well as her friends, people watching,
equestrian sports, playing guitar, reading,
adventure-seeking, listening to music,
camping, and playing tennis.

another one of those Greenleaf

Friends Academy alumni."

she

was

When we all came

home, we found her
in an elevated mood
though still mad at
u s .

The next day was

Christmas day, and
according

to

®l)e Crescent
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Strong returners eneourage an ambitious Rueck
SERENA

BRLMUNn

Sports Editor
With the vivid taste of last

Senior post Katie Lacey
enters iicr last year, sixth in her
career, scoring with 1122 points
and llfth in career rebounds with

year's Sweet Sixteen still linger
ing on the tastebuds of many
Bruin basketball ladies, be pre
pared for a season of explosion.
Affer sharing the Northwest
Conference Title and advancing

615.

to the NCAA Division HI

tion will be either senior Tabitha

"Sweet Sixteen,"

the best that's played here at
George Fox," said Rueck.

Filling the other post posi
Greller

N a t i 0 n a 1
T o u r n a m e n t

"Katie is one of the top play
ers in the conference and maybe

or

transfer jun-

have an outstanding ior Heather
Doud. Rueck

it would be hard

group of people. Our s t a t e d t h a t
not to get greedy
Greller "is
experience is our
in ambition, espe
one of the
cially currently
strength^ and that's
best
three
being raked 10th
something
you
can't
point sliootin the nation by
the d3hoops.com coach. We want to follow ers in the
polls. However, Up OUr SUCCeSS frOllt luSt c o n f e r e nDcoe .u" d
head coach Scott

Rueck is keeping
calm.

year, and we hope to go transferred in
further," ,

"Our goal is "

for us as a team to , , , ^ „ A 1 1 be better than we COaclt ScOtt Rueck Conference
were a year ago," he confidently
sums up. "We have gained a lot
of experience, and we have four
returning starters."
Unfortunately, one of those
starters, senior wing Jenny
Freeman, fell to an injury (a torn
ACL), not long before their first
game.

"We are feeling Jenny's
absence," Rueck stated. "She is

the most physical wing I've ever
coached. She has the ability to
take opposing guards out of their
game; she is the heart of our
defense."

photo by Luis Dawber

Senior Katie (Greller) Lacey goes for the shot against Pacific Lutheran last Friday

Freeman is hoping to play
with a brace by Christmas.
"She received the okay from
the doctor and is just working on
strengthening that leg," Rueck
encouraged.

night. The Lady Bruins beat FLU 59-58 in an intense game.

honors

at

Biola University.
As a junior. Honorable
Mention AlI-NWC Becky
Thompson returns at point guard,
bringing her defense in as a high
contributor. At the other wing
resumes junior Nicole Prazeau,
2nd Team AlI-NWC, who Rueck
stated is "limitless as to liow

good she can be."
All in all, Rueck stands pret
ty strong with group that he has
recruited and built over the last

few years.
"We have an outstanding
group of people," Rueck said
enthusiastically. "There's quality
everywhere you look."
W i t h R u e c k ' s c o n fi d e n c e

built into the team, this season
very well might provide the tick
et to a championship.

P t a y e r P r o fi l e

Jill Barram
SERENA

BRUMUND

Sports Editor
Salem, Ore. native Jill

Barram is betting on a successful
season for this year's women's
basketball team. With a commit

ted coach, four returning
starters, and a class A work ethic,

the 5-6 guard is confident that
Fox will provide.
"1 have never had a coach as

passionate about the game as
Scott," Barram said of 5th year
head coach Scott Rueck. "Scott

will do anything to win. This is
not only carried on the court but
off the court as well, as he is

very open with us and encour

ages a lot of communication
within the team."

Rueck's respect for Barram
is mutual. "Jill is definitely the

quickest player on the team, and

one of the top in the conference.
She is a huge asset; she drives,
creates shots, and is a big game
player."

Barram, who attended Salem

Academy, where she was a four
SSlSSrOfWirf

year starter, received 2nd in

will

be

State her freshman year, 3rd in
State her sophomore year, and

how

we

was also named 1st team All-

these var

League Tri-River Conference.

ious situations."

react

Barram looks to taking one
game at a time and focuses on

and his love for basketball.

the fact that the team knows how

made some decisions of her own

to work hard.

to work hard to improve every

"Every game will be a battle
for us, but if we play at a higher

one on the team as well as her

level, which we are capable of, 1

self.

think we will be fine," she said.

She says, "It is my goal to be
able to contribute every time on
the floor. I want to put in quali

"We are a strong team with a lot
of heart and once we get going,
there aren't many teams that can

ty minutes for my team and
make my teiunmates better play

stop us."
Not only is Barram con

ers."

tributing to the worthy cause of

Last year's team success has
perhaps escalated the expecta
tions for the team this year, but
Barram is confident in the team's

ability to .step up.
"We have a lot of pressure
on us this year and high expecta
tions to be .successful," she
admitted. "We had a few set

backs early on this season, one
being losing a starter to an
injury. The key to our season

~

Tired of acting polite?

to

She was persuaded to come to
Fox because of Rueck's program
The sociology major has

/fev LAMES a

Bruin basketball, but she is also

lending her wisdom and knowl
edge to the Newberg 7th grade
girls team as their assistant
coach.

Outside of basketball,

Barram enjoys spending time
with family and friends. Her
older brother Jeb, who graduated
from Fox last year, and older sis

Then come get your brawl on

ter Wendi are said to be her

Dead Day -10:45 pm-Clock Tower

biggest fans.

~

lssue7iai.c:XVM
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Simple goals, tacklingonegai^

SERENA

BRUMUND

at a time

and he will be for some time.

Basically, there is inflammation
and swelling which causes

Sports Editor
O n N o v. 1 5 , h e a d

numbness down his back and

coach Mark Sundquist got to
officially, for the first time,

season, but proper recovery is

blow his whistle and conduct

vital.

his first collegiate basketball
practice. Over a month and a

1-3 overall and 0-1 in the con

legs. Coleman is not out for the

At this point, the Bruins are

the court and Sundquist has

ference; Sundquist's main goal
is just to get the Bruins back up

been introduced to the wonder

and running.

half later, the team has taken to

ful world of college basketball.
And though the start of
game season may not have
opened as wonderfully as was
hoped, a re.spectab]e 1-3 overall
conference record is hardly a

reason to get discouraged. With

"I really just want to get
George Fox back on the map,"

Sundquist said simply. "We are
ranked last right now and I
would really just like to go out
there and give everyone some

two of the team starters out,

thing to be surprised about.
When you start at the bottom,

Sundquist sees it as more of an
opportunity for other players to

the only place you have to
move is up."

Regardless of rankings,

step up.

F o r w a r d A a r o n M i l n e r, a

double-figure scorer" whose

statistics, or polls, Sundquist is
c o n fi d e n t i n h i s t e a m .

field goal percentage is second

"I have focused athletes on

in the league, was out as well as

my team that are able to keep
basketball in perspective,"

senior Andrew Coleman.

"Andrew's absence definitely
hurts us, but this will give some
of the other players an opportu
nity to step in place and show

Sundquist remarked. "They no
there is no NBA and they view

what they've got," Sundquist

gets the opportunity to play at
the college level. These boys

said.

Coleman, who has a herni

ated disk, is still recovering.

basketball right now as a priviledge and that not everyone

don't take it for granted, they
know they are blessed."

All in the name of intramurals
SERENA

BRUMUND

desk has burdened on your body.
The sole brave female that

Sports Editor
■ For everyone who. enjoys a
little friendly competition, God
bless those who designed intra
murals.

And for everyone who
enjoys sportsmanship and no
sore losers, God bless those...oh,
nevermind.

Students of George Fox, a
Christian university, seem all too

sophomore Kelsey Baron. What
captured her interest was just the
fact that she loves sports.
"Even if the sports aren't
ones I participate in, I love
watching them. At first I was
kind of nervous to ref and organ
ize the different sports, but then I
came to realize that most every
one participating in them are
respectful and are

y'^xhere just to have

tantrum throw

fi i n . "
I n t r a m u r a l

ing.
And

while

staffer junior

we

can find ourselves at a

eil

Cantrall

school sport function,

has noticed an

screaming at the other
team for whining, we
insist on doing it

increase in 3on-3 basketball

participation
from last year,

ourselves when it
comes

indoor

to

our

soccer

match. Of course, though,
our's is legit.
Now, I know it is always dif
ferent when it happens to us,
instead of them. Whining is quite

Friday night. The Bruins picked up their second win Tuesday night.

took to the I.M. staff this year is

familiar with the,,-^

ways of pouting and

Freshman Bryan Wadlow makes the jump shot against Lewis and Clark last

reflecting on this
year's men's team
totaling 22 and
women's teams totaling eight.

Player Profile

Joe Gonzales
What I like about the
SERENA

BRUMUND

Sports Editor
The Bone should be pleased to know that by
word of mouth, they were responsible for the

c o a c h i n g s t a ff i s t h e

coaches' willingness to
help the members of

the team out in any way."

Gonzales, as well as everyone else on the

recruiting of a current Fox basketball player. It
wasn't due to their famous mystery soup, nor was

team, knows that there are going to be challenges

it a result of their tantalizing cheesecake. In the
words of Joseph Gonzales himself:
"I came to George Fox because of the food. I

that some of the challenges will present them

heard that Bon Appetite serves up a mean plate of

team IS our mental attitude and the way we pre

shepherd's pie."

There you have it, spoken by the words of a
true Bone fan.

Perhaps we should also let it be known that

proceeding this remark, Gonzales expressed that
it was really his desire to "attain an excellent edu
cation in a wholesome, Christian environment"
Joe Gonzales, a sophomore mathematics
major, has made it his mission to do all that he can

Following the basket
ball and coed wallyball, indoor

to contribute to the improvement of the men's

soccer and five on five basketball

basketball team.

that arise during the season, and Gonzales feels
selves in people's attitudes.

"I think one of the biggest challenges for our

pare for games — we need not be intimidated by

other teams. With our lack of size this year, it wil
e easy for us to get down on ourselves thinking
that we wont' be able to win.As long as we come

khave
nown
i g that we can and wliwn
i the game, wel'
a successful season."
attended Roseburg High School,

Alla-Conference
tbasketbal
esketbaU al'^n^^H*T
d also gTraeam
duated
s class valedictoinri-

However, conveniently, all

day tummies when we return.
"This year, as usual, we are

He answered every question I gave him with
a light-hearted joking response. His sense of
humor follows him to the courts as head coach
Mark Sundquist looks to Gonzales for motiva

rationale ceases when the other

having a great time," Cantrall

tional support for the team.

htmagme
im P'^oed
thought
into what he
migght
h,ssonte
future career
to be,

team accuses your teammate of

remarked. "But with the ever

tripping them. So, you cough up
an apology and hand them a paci
fier as you help peel them and
their skin otT the gym floor.
For the most part, though.
Fox intramurals are just a good
time in the evening to continue

present need for attitude adjust
ment, things are always a little

"Joe is a guy who helps uplift the sprits of the
team and is more vocal in his encouragement"

after beiru. H begin my NBA career

procrastinating that studying and

Hasn't anyone learned yet

logical in instances when we are
the victims wrongly accused.

will greet our over-stuffed holi

d i f fi c u l t . "

That's when I just say,
"Alright everyone circle 'round,
roll up the sleeves, and duke it
out like real men."

let loose some of that wild ener

that a punch can pack a lot more

gy that sleeping in a confining

than a bite?

Sundquist shared.

man at 0^^° J ^''other to sister Eryn, a freshschool 1 Tynsee, a sophomore in high

Gonzale^u the future horizon,

dmft pirk'and^ Vn NBA

Good team camaraderie, including coaches, contract" He c™V ^ multi-million dollar
in. I'm not
helps bring a team together, something that but
I'm fairlv ^
Gonzales has deemed important to the future suc
cess of the team.

"I enjoy the team's unity on and off the

court," Gonzales commented. "Everybody gets
along and has a good time around each other

be teaching. >

have no idea as to wh^e (although I
fi n d

any

annpar

can't

math, possibly pfck"r''

seem

to

S t u d y. " P s o m e s i m i l a r fi e l d o f

py-i£Sg§CgNT,FRIDAY,DECEMBER8,2000
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f hunting passion

Sports Editor

fhi
hsi .state,
*ho
hka many
s v i swoul
i t ed
d
I thin

gree that Oregon is one of the

most beautiful states in the

nation. With incredible scenery
hat rises and rolls along the coast
me, powders through the moun

tains and slithers east toward the

deserts," nature's eye of

approval parked itself here in the

Northwest, and brought the
Wildlife with it.

For some, enjoyment of the

outdoors may come in the form

of tearing up turf or having a

BBQ. But for others, outdoors
means picking up your gun and
heading off with Dad to do some
hunting.

Fox students Brett Yeager

Fox Hunters

and Sam O'Halloran
were pretty young

when their dads intro

duced the sport to
them and they contin

"I first got involved in hunting
when I was in about junior

ue to hunt in the

high. All my extended family

Northwest.

goes to Mt. Hebo annually; we
mostly hunt deer."

"I go hunting
about 40 days a year
with family and
friends," Yeager com

-Andrea Schmidgall
Silverton, OR

mented, 'Til go to
John Day or McKenzie unit and

hunt cougar, bear, elk, deer, ante
lope, coyotes and grouse."
There is no real definite age
one has to be, but there are cer

tain procedures one has to go

"The night before 1 go I don't
to get a Hunter's Safety Card by
taking a few classes."
But to Andrea Schmidgall,
who does her hunting in the fall,
all the precautions and effort are

"You have to buy a hunting

license and then tags for any ani
mal you're going to hunt. Tags

Hunting is tradition to many.

ther, it was a way of life.

depends on
the state,"

As powerful as tradition may
be, it is possible something even
deeper can emerge, as Kling has
found out—hunting can create a

O'Halloran

spiritualness.

It really just

explains.

"Hunting has been a leaming

if

experience. It's been about

!you're under

spending time with someone you

18 you have

care about. It heals you."

"Then

helpless animals. They have
the advantage in the woods.
I've hunted about eight years
and only brought home maybe
a couple animals."

ments.

probably
around $20.

"Deer are not senseless or

morning, finding deer tracks, and
watching the sun rise," she com

licenses are

$20-50 and

-Brett Yeager
Oakridge, OR

"1 enjoy sleeping in the

Dan Kling's father kept it a ritual
part of his life before passing it
onto his son. To Kling's grandfa

from

of minutes."

wilderness, getting up early in the

could be any
where

am out the door within a couple

well worth it.

through before they're legal to
hunt.

sleep well, but when the alann
goes off, I fly out of bed and I

-Sam O'Halloran

Newberg, OR
Hunting is a tradition to me; it's

almost like a spiritual thing. The
way I see it, this is something
God has provided, and after I
have harvested it, it's like a gift
to me."

-Dan Kling
Estacada, OR

S I B E U M E S W I t T H I I R YA M W I L U F O I B

Why U of OHHHHH will be left out
E/veryonewhoboughtactiket

McCullough, the Ducks shocked

OSU, as Ken Simonton started

as you guessed it, the ball sailed

Civil War flame, disrupting Joey

(in the Willamette Valley and
beyond) back in the early stages

most educated football fans with

his Heisman trophy campaign,

a 23-17 triumph. Oregon had fin

Harrington into six turnovers on
the day. After all was said and

of July knew that the 2000-01

i s h e d t h e fi r s t h a l f o f t h e 2 0 0 0

sent home with the setback.

done, Jonathan Smith had led the

college football had the makings
of something special. Oregon
was a year removed from their
upset of then 12th-ranked

schedule with a lone loss to

Wisconsin, and held a favorable

bumping USC off for the first
time since OJ Simpson played
for the men of Troy. The date
remembered by all this season

just Wide Right, and for the third
time on the day, the visitor was

position to Pasadena.
In another part of the state,

would prove to be the opening
weekend of October. Oregon had

Minnesota in the Sun Bowk The

in some football oasis called

Beavers were a year removed

"Corvallis," the Beavers had

just defeated UCLA, and
Washington would have to deliv
er a victory or bow out of the

over 28 years and an appearance

built something special in their
own respects. Non-conference

in the Oahu Bowl on Christmas

saw OSU win out and enter the

Day.

conference season with a perfect
record (3-0).

ft-om their first winning season in

Really what this season
meant, after all was said and

done, was a chance for national

Here is where the road' in

crew prior to kickoff. The
Huskies were next, and this

game was for bragging rights as

well as a recruiting edge in the
Northwest until the 2002 season.
So with the Ducks 4-1 and
headed into 3-0 USC, surely the
"dream season" would end in

Los Angeles, right? Nope, and
even without the services of
use tailback Sultan

lure cards. The Ducks would set

the gear into cruise control in
hopes that Nov. 18 would be just
a forgone conclusion.
Again a regional ABC audi-,
ence would witness the "Cardiac

Kids" from Eugene pull out a
thriller in Tempe, as Oregon

ERICKSON — Has multi

ple options at the end of this sea
son, as he can elect to stay in
Corvallis in a job he said he

could "see himself ending his
coaching career at." Perhaps
he'll do what he has always done
in the past: run to a better finan
cial package and for a more high

double-overtime. Add a second

Erickson's sixth such season but

overtime win (27-26) at Pullman
the following week, off the foot

his first since 1994.

confines of RESER STADIUM

After a second game at Texas
had ended with wide right two,
the weekend's final game in
Seattle kicked off as Washington
was on Championship life sup

(a. k. a Bean Dip Bowl), would

port.

be UCLA, California, Arizona
and a date with the Huskies on
Lake Washington.

Cougs, bared California and

where the Ducks and Beavers

Seeking its second win on
the road, Oregon State displayed
their quick strike offense that
would give future defensive
coordinators many a sleepless

backdrop and ABC had returned

ahead as an Athletic Department
attempting to stay afloat, you
have only two options as a floun

meet to decide the Pac-10 title?

nights. The Beavers matched the

to the scene of the Ducks' last

dering establishment. Either you

Only time would tell and as
Oregon was busy disposing of

Dawgs punch for punch, round
for round in the early stages of

Rose Bowl celebration from

put your future building projects

1994. The Oregon locker room
was set for the post game party,

on hold or pay Dennis Erickson

score 33-30 in the closing
moments, Ryan Ccsca would

as well as a date with Drew

Corvallis, the stale of Oregon

Brees

and his dollar amount in colle

attempt a 43-yard field goal to
send the game into overtime at

B o i l e n n a k e r s . H o w e v e r, o n t h i s

day, the better team romped the

the end of regulation. However

Ducks and added fuel to the

match ups with USC, Stanford,
Washington St, and the 104th

attention of ESPN's GAMEDAY

looking up at an Oregon squad
that was holding all the bowl pic-

the Pac-10 title.

scorched the Sun Devils 46-45 in

some members of the media had
deemed a "front-loaded sched
ule, as Oregon faced the Pac-

viewing audience and held the

State had one loss, but both were

Beavers to a three-way share of

Florida State suffered their only
setback to date (wide right one).

rough. The conference slate

lO's preseason favorite three:

Kicking would take the cen
ter stage on this across the
nation, as most games fell victim
to the play call WIDE RIGHT.
The day began in Miami, as

both Washington and Oregon

profile college campus and/or
setting. After all, Oregon State's
first 10-win season became only

year's past would begin to get

validation. The Ducks held what

U C L A , Wa s h i n g t o n a n d
Southern Cal, all in the span of a
little over four weeks. They beat
UCLA in front of a national

"Race for the Roses."

Only time would tell now as

would see Oregon State host key

playing of the Civil War against
Oregon. Away from the friendly

Would this be the season

the "murder's row" of the con

ference, the Beavers were silent

ly accomplishing preseason
goals.

It all began one afternoon in
the final week of September for

this pre-title prize fight. With the

of the much criticized Josh

Frankel. During the same span, it
was Oregon State that had
bounced the Bruins, crushed the
embarrassed

the

now

"MildCats."
Nov. 18 — Corvallis was the

and

the

Purdue

The Beavers depart with 29
seniors from this season's team,
and with no guarantee as to the

future of junior poster child
Kenny Simonton, the answer
could not be any clearer.
If Oregon State is to move

what his net worth is to

giate football.
For Sidelines, this has been

Bryan Wiiliford.
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Must-see holiday features
JUSniVLOH&DANWin.t^
Atil: Editors

White Christmas

When \vc think of Christmas, many tiif^
fcrenl tilings may come to mind. A little baby in
a manger, a Christmas tree in the living room,
gifts for loved ones, or watching "It's A
Wonderful Life" for the 15th straight year.

White Christmas, starring Bing Crosby,
Danny Kaye, and Rosemary Clooney, is about

Television has been home to some of the most

receive a letter from an old army buddy asking
if they will check out his sisters' singing act.

meaningful and cherished memories of the holi
day season. We all have that favorite cartoon or

two World War II friends who hook up after

the war to become a singing duet. After mak
ing it big in the performing business, they
Once the two friends meet the two sisters, it is

that favorite movie to watch during this time of

all great movie from there. They go to

celebration. Although there is an abundance of

Vermont, run into old friends, fall in love, and

movies and shows to choose from, here is a list

celebrate Christmas, all in the same movie. It
is a fun, touching story that should be seen

oi' must-see features that you may know well,
and some that may inspire you to watch.

It's A Wonderful Life

every Christmas. You just can't go wrong with
Bing and Danny.

d rhristmas Story
jf you don'

get the Joke with this
picture, then you need

to do yourself a favor
and see one of the

greatest Christmas
comedies ever.
"A Christmas

Story" is told from the

point of view of
Ralphie, a young boy
growing up in the
'40's, who dreams of

owning a Red Rider|

BB gun. He sets out to convince the world this is
the perfect gift. But along the way, he runs into
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer opposition from his parents, his teacher, and
Arguably, one of the most classic

even jolly ol' St. Nick himself.

Very memorable scenes and characters

Christmas movies ever made would have to be

"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer." It is an

1964 animated feature made with singing pup
pets. It is a wonderful tale about Rudolph
being a misfit reindeer because of his red,
glowing nose. He, and a misfit elf who wants

to be a dentist, sets off on an adventure togeth
er through the North Pole wilderness to find
out why they are misfits. They meet several

interesting characters'along the way. This is a
The quintessential Christmas movie. No

movie full of great songs such as; "There's

holiday movie list is complete without this film. Always Tomorrow," "Misfit," and "Silver and
Jimmy Stewart is brilliant as George Bailey, who Gold." It is a must see for the entire family.
spends his entire life giving up his big dreams for
the good of his town. But on Christmas Eve, he
is broken and suicidal over the misplacing of an
$8000 loan and the machinations of a fiendish

make this movie a must-see.

A Muppet Christrms Cm!
"A Muppet Christmas Carol," starring
Michael Caine, is one of the many Muppet clas
sics. It is the touching story of Ebenezer
Scrooge tied in with all of our favorite Muppet
characters such as: Kermit, Fozzy, Gonzo, Miss

Piggy and Rizzo the Rat. This movie brings
these Muppets to life once again with great com
edy, and wonderful songs.
Although there are many great film ver

sions of this story, this particular entry is a must
see Christmas Carol brought to a whole new
level.

millionaire. Before it's too late, his guardian

The Snowman

angel comes to Earth and shows him how his
town, family, and friends would turn out if he
had never been bom.

A seldom known and hard to find feature,
"The Snowman" is wonderful Christmas treat.

A timeless film dealing with relevant

issues, with arguably the ultimate uplifting end
ing in a movie. If you haven't seen this film yet,

Nominated for an Academy Award for Best
Animated Short Film in 1982, "The Snowman"

then make this Christmas your first time.

Home

^ about a young boy who builds a snowman on

Alone

rf surprised to see him come

evening. With no words said in

"w

A great comedy, as well as one of the
highest grossing films ever, "Home Alone" is
already a classic Christmas movie. Starring for
mer child star Macaulay Culkin (you may
remember him from such tabloid headlines fea

Miracle on 34th f^frppi
One of the most well-known

him on their way to Paris. To add to the chaos,

is about the real Santa Glaus coming down

Christmas movies, "Miracle on 34th Street" is
left 'home alone' when his large family forgets a heart-warming tale for ail ages. This movie
two low-life cat burglars (hysterically played by

south before Christmas to New York City

Joe Pesci and Daniel Stem) plot to rob the hous

Coincidentaiiy, he is asked to be the Santa in

wrong house to rob, as Kevin unleashes an all-

out assault as only the mind of an eight-year old
can do.

Along with being quite humorous, this
film teaches the importance of family. So when
you get together with your loved ones this sea

song,

bnv^ ^ snowman takes the

turing Michael Jackson) plays Kevin
McCallister, a trouble-making little brat who is

es of families that are away on Christmas vaca
tion. Unfortunately for them, they picked the

beautiful

the Maey's Thanksgiving Day Parade. He
then goes on to be the oflficiai Santa inside the
Maey's store. The memorable story continues

as Santa touches people's lives through his
kindness and giving, and slowly convinces
everyone that he truly is the real Santa Ciaus

There are two versions of this film: the origi'
nai and the recent remake. Both are wonder-

son, you might want to share the laughs with this

ftil mov.es, and should he watched this

fi l m .

Christmas season.

anH
and to™g»cal
the Northjourney
Pole. over the countryside

Yourself^/f" feature anywhere, do

rnastemi
indulge
masterpiece thi
s holiday yourself
season. with this

!
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MasterPeace triumphantly ushers in Christmas

iliiSTlN

I

^

ASlE Editor

dition«5
ward to

honored
P®°P'^ '°°k

trafor-

tation<: P ant'cipation and high expec-

tMasterPeace
at,onSpFor myisseno
fl, aexcepti
s weloan.
s fThi
or m
any othhol
ersi,
s annual
day concert, held December 1, 2, and 3, attract

ed many families, students, and individuals

thirsting to hear George Fox's spin on holiday
melodies.

This year's theme, 'The Colors of

Christmas," effectively told the story of the rea

son we celebrate Christmas. Painted in symbol
ic colors of red, green, white, gold, blue, and

Symphony Orchestra. Forgive the cliche, but it

Still." Director Derric Johnson deserves much

yellow was the story of the Christ-child. Poetic

was absolute 'music to the ears' to hear the

ence member on a powerful journey that only

heard from a symphony orchestra.

God's own ears. It is as if the performers

Conductor David Church led the symphony in a

breathe music.

praise for intricately tuning DaySpring and the
robust and grandiose sounds that can only be choir to sing as if each note is intended for

lyrics and rich, organic tones took every audi
finely performed music can achieve.

And finely performed it was. Regular
MasterPeace perfonners DaySpring began the

The bow on this already exquisite pack

fl a w l e s s e x e c u t i o n o f s e l e c t i o n s f r o m t h e

"Nutcracker Suite" as well as a moving rendi
tion of "White Christmas." Along with per

evening with their patented take on traditional
songs, including favorites like "Jingle Bells,"

forming these pieces with the orchestra alone,

age was the nicely used lighting effects.
Although something like this is unfortunately
and unfairly taken for granted, the use of lit

and "Silent Night." Injecting between songs the symphony was omnipresent throughout the backdrops, filtered lights, and colored lights
moments of dialogue as well as monologue that
were sometimes humorous, reflective, informa

tional, but always insightful, DaySpring was in
top fonn, failing to disappoint. Giving a won
derfully soulful and dynamic performance with
perfect harmony and craft, this is arguably the
best DaySpring lineup yet.
A new addition to MasterPeace this year
was the welcome presence of the Chehalem

evening, supporting DaySpring and the
University Concert Choir with their flavor.
What better way to raise the curtain for
the choir than with the performance of "Shout
for Joy"? The synergy of the choir and the
orchestra commanded the rest of the evening,
which was highlighted by rousing symphonic
movements and powerful solo singers during

helped MasterPeace to achieve the mood and the
message the program was trying to convey.
Every year at George Fox, I've looked
forward to MasterPeace with much anticipation
and high expectations. This year, I as well as
others believe that this performance was excep

pieces like "Christmas Amen" and "Still, Still,

Christmas-time."

L

e

t

C

h

a

tionally well-done. Now that I have seen
MasterPeace I can truly say, "Now it's

t

Christmas Music; When Should We Start Listening?
Thanksgiving is over. Well Michael Bolton singing about Christmas music all year, we
where do they get off on telling Jesus' birth all year long? It is w o u l d b e l i t t l e a l l o f t h o s e o t h e r
A&E Editor
everyone what and what not to something we should celebrate holidays throughout the year (I
Well, we are in the thick listen to? There is some really year-round, and one way of w o u l d n ' t w a n t t o m i s s o u t o n
of the Christmas season, and
doing that is to listen to the all of that great Groundhog's
good Christmas music th^
DAN

WILLIS

everywhere we go, we hear

good old Christmas music.
Now, everyone loves to

listen to a little Christmas

music this time of the year. It

how

1 do not mean to be criti-

could anyone listen to

'cal of those who don't

music should be limited to after

year 'round.
1
too

mean,
much

of

just gets everyone in that cer

Michael Bolton's;

decorate a tree and drink

Christmas album?,
I know I could
n't. Christmas

tain mood where they want to

eggnog. 1 have to agree with

that whole-heartily, because

music just

eggnog is nasty, but when it is

p u t s
e v e r y -|

drinking it. Nevertheless,
Christmas music is always

one in a

Christmas time, I find myself
enjoyed as soon as everyone

Ss finished his or her

h a p p y

mood, and

it

also'

shares the
wonder-

be lln,l,ea .o ju.. .h,.
small piece of the year.

f
m

u
e

s

-

L keeping us from erijoymg

this wonderful music all year

"'■"""'Leryone has heard the

person who ^ J|^us"ic
Sd not be listened to until

music that reminds us of
Jesus' birth into the world.

Day music).
Those are just a few of
the "many" reasons Christmas

I would like to sing all

^enjoy Christmas music Thanksgiving.
.until after Thanksgiving
'(yes I do). Those peo-

'ple have some good
points as to why

,t h e y3-2

IP

'one is very poorly thought
out. Christmas music should be

listened to all year around,
enjoy
i t bringing happiness to everyone
'(maybe good is who hears it. I really don't see
' t o o s t r o n g o f any other option.
d o n ' t

If 1 had one Christmas

wotd).
Christmas music

wish come true this year, it
would be that people would not

.all year long, it

be so closed-minded about this

Iwould lose its

subject, and would see the
light. Christmas should be
about giving and loving, and
not about being stupid.
I learned an important
lesson today through all of this,
and I hope everyone else did

If we listened to

[magical ability
to put us in the
Christmas spirit
( l i k e

("those"

any to begin with).
sage of Jesus' birth. Now how peopleI had
f we listened to

could we go wrong with

Well, as you see, there
are arguments for both sides.
One argument is good, and

too!
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Classic symbols of holiday season
RACHEL

JOHNSON

Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered why the

Santa Glaus

\condy cane has red stripes or why people kiss
beneath mistletoe? The following are answers
to just a few of those questions.

Ncihoalswasamanwhoacutyal'l,"'ff
known for his kind heart and ch^itable ac s.

his death,count
he was
- manyAfter
European
ries.considered
0"-^ coloniasts brough h^ ^
many European countries. .re ;«f Mirholas
e
nd of Saint Nick toAmerica, T^.r word ^ ^ ^

The Candy Cane

was

f'Sinterklaas" which was changed to Santa Glaus y reindeer and'

m
I an
ge
i acandymakernihtebackofshio
se
trni

the 1800's. He wants to make a candy that will

represent Christ and that will be used at
Christmas. Late one night, he gets an idea: he takes

7 The details about Santa Glaus, such as his . riernent Moore in 1822.

/ his trips down the chimney came from a poem publish y ^ness of a man

Thee
tli ofthepoemwas"TheNg
i htBeforeChrsitmas."Thusthekn
i dnessofman
a popular poem has brought the story of Santa Glaus to w a i

I the ordinary sugar stick and molds one to look
like a shepherd's staff. The stick is white and

Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer

pure like Christ. If the stick is turned around it
looks like a "J" for Jesus.

The candy maker thinks to himself... something is
still missing. He adds three thin red stripes for the sacrifice
Christ made on the cross and one larger red stripe to symbolize
the blood that Christ shed for our sins.

It is believed that a candy maker in the 1800's made candv
canes as a way to remember Christ. He used a long pepper^'
cane and bent the top down to look like a shepherd's stai
white of the candy represents the purity of Christ and the .
herd's staff can also be a "J" if turned upside down. The cant

Apesrono
rfmMongtomeyrWasd
r'adn
svig
etrdepa
m
trentce
raetdRudo
fl
the Reindeer, the story of the red-nosed reindeer. The store had their Santas

hand out 2.4 million booklets of the story in 1939. It was written by
Robert May and illustrated by Denver Gillian. Then in 1949, the story was put to
and sung by Gene Autry. It has become the second most popular Christmas
of all times.

Holly

added three thin stripes to the candy to symbolize Christ's sacri
fice on the cross: three stripes for three crosses. He then added onv

istletoe, also known as holly, is often used for decora
tion during the holidays; however, at one time, it was
associated with pagan rituals. For this reason, the
•iistian church banned using mistletoe and suggested using holly
instead. The sharp thorns symbolize the crown of thorns on Christ's head

large red stripe to represent the blood that Christ shed.

and the berries symbolize the blood he shed.

maker looked at his invention and decided it needed more. I

Advent traditions in other countries
LIZ

BRUNO

Staff Writer

Iadmt.iMostofusdont'
really care if we know about
Christmas in other places. It's
not necessarily because we are
bad people, it's just that we don't.
We may think it's neat

decorations vary little from what
we know, but some are very dif

France, children leave

ferent, such as the New Zealand

filled with gifts from Fere

spending time with people.
Visiting traditions, such as the
German "Christbaumloben" (vis

"Pohutokawa" (trees with scarlet
trees).

Noel. In the morning they
also find that sweets, fruit,
nuts and small toys have

iting friends to admire their deco
rated trees on the 26th), are

In India, the poinsettia is
in flower during the Christmas

been hung on the tree.
Fifth and, what

prevalent and held in a position
of importance.

season, so the churches are deco

has previously been

rated with this brilliant bloom for

alluded to, there are

globe.
First, there is an empha
sis on being with family and

that Iceland believes In 13 Santa

Second, food

Clauses that all come down from

i s s i g n i fi c a n t .

the mountains on different days,
but we don't really find it vital

Big meals
with family

information.

are

We'd rather decorate

our rooms or procrastinate doing
our schoolwork by making tree
omaments.

We live in a selfish cul

ture. We've heard "Keep Christ
in Christmas" so many times that,
for the most part, it doesn't even
effect us anymore.
We h e a r a b o u t t h e h o r

rors of those who commercialize

the

m a i n
e v e n t s .

Special

fl o w e r s t h a t s e r v e a s C h r i s t m a s

the Christmas Midnight
Mass.

In South India,
Christians put

of

their hous

served

the Hindus

These

do during
their festival
called "Diwalli."
dishes

Fourth, a mys
tical, gift-giving indi
vidual is adored. We know him

Christmas and vow never to

include such things as

embody those characteristics.
Wait a minute, you say;

"bibingka"(pancakes in banana

as Santa Claus, but in Germany

leafs with coconut and brown

he is St. Nickolaus, in the

what does this have to do with

sugar) in the Philippines and

Netherlands he is Sinterklaas,

Christmas around the world?

seven kinds of fish on Christmas

The fact is, these attitudes aren't

Eve in parts of Italy. In the

and in Finland he is Father
Christmas. In the Czech

just American.
Even though different

Australian gold rushes,

countries have different customs

and practices from American tra

Christmas puddings often con
tained a gold nugget. Today a

ditions, their altitudes align with

small favor is baked inside.
Whoever finds this knows he or

ours.

she will enjoy good luck during

In researching different
modern traditions and practices,
one finds priorities and thoughts
on Christmas to be amazingly

the coming year.

similar in countries around the

orating as early as October. Most

:cn\twr 8,2000

Third, there are a multi
tude of decorations. Some coun

tries such as Indonesia begin dec

too commercialized,

forget the real meaning

es, just as

every culture

of Christmas to become

which causes people to

that are

exist

ing the present aspect

lamps on the
rooftops and

dishes

m e a l

global concerns allow

small clay

walls

at these

their shoes by the fireplace to be

Republic, Jezisek (the little
Jesus) brings the presents, much
like Columbia's "El Nino Jesus."

In Russia, the snowmaiden brings
the candy and gifts on the 31st of
December. In Australia, the tem
perature can often reach close to

100 F on Christmas day, so Santa
Claus is known to arrive on a
surfboard or even a surf lifesav-

ing boat. On Christmas Eve in

behind Christmas.
For some rea

son, I thought this was an issue

isolated to America. Surely other
countries have their priorities
nght where we have failed.
Or maybe not. In fact

we are all human. So even thouoh

LifeLe^

we think our customs separate us

Sn

estrange us from the rest of the
world, they don't.

The love of Christmas is everywhere, leaving the same issues to
be grappled with. These issues

Whhh
teYou
desrmay
e
io
t unot
ndebersa
tnpldagued
wg

www .jokes-funnies xonA

1. It's O.K. if you're
2. Hold your ground
3. Wearing white is a*
4. It takes a few extra

Bolivian tradition has the 3 kinos 5. The key to life is to W
leaving gifts for children by thefr
hoes, but realize this; that's no

the heart of the issue.

w
?5"^"'rrvetr
"""'"iferem
-dTyrM

Jesus.And that IS Christmas'

6. There is nothing

7. It's not the size of
counts.

8. We're all made nf

It's fun to hang
10. There 's no sto"
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Local Love: more than a local charity
entered its second year of exis

tence on the Fox campus.

Staff Writer

Participants in Local

tIsa
te
rtdasaproejct

nZt
parts of^7
the 7""^
drive isg^e^tcst
the stories
that are generated as people dig

told to spend time doing

loss a cool sweater, or a

for Sharon Linzey's

group dynamics

class. Seven students,
community service as

a group, put their

through their closets and

most success

ful charity

a

r e s u l t .
L o c a l
L o v e
h

Club and Psi Chi (the Psychology
Honor Society). The people who
showed up at your door were
either psych majors who should

have been home writing term
papers, or friends who were kind
enough to
give up their
evenings to
help out.

characterized by students

brought to
FISH (a
l o t ! ) .
O t h e r s
think

the

real story
lies In the

people who
c r e a t e d
Local Love or the

Love collect

students who gave
up Thursday
night TV to
go collect

anything to donate.

ed

door to door.

There s something amaz

bags of cool

ing when you take a per

clothes for

As

who go dorm to dorm,
knocking on every door

George Fox
As

you really can't consider it giving
unless you give something that

Local Love is

at

University.

was my graduation dress. I guess

your bag.

and asking if people have

drives

ing with a formal dress. "This

bottle of nail polish into

heads together and
created one of the

"Hold on," she said,
ducking into her room and return

a

result, this

year's Local
tons

of

T h e

real story lies in

the teenagers

the

at Chehalem

George Fox commu

room and at least find a

Yo u t h

nity, who reached out and J/

pack of ramen. That's
love. That's service.
Last year the

F a m i l y

went far and above the call of

Services as

duly. It was you guys who made
Local Love what it is. We just
did the grunt work. You guys

son by suiprise and yet
they still go through their

well as craft

Members of the Psychology Club and Psi Chi col-

girls of Hob 2 piled their
hall with bags and boxes lect clothing for Local Love.
of food and clothing. As we ran

down the hall to thank them, they

you really like.'

What could sponsors,

and

items

and

other "cool"

teenager

type stuff. And because of stu

dents at Fox, FISH pantry will

heart

of

the

provided the love. Thanks for
another great year and here's

hoping we see you next year.
But it's not over yet.

continued to give us more and
more stuff. One girl came out,

say to that? Her simple act of

have extra food to hand out dur

Local Love still needs to sort and

her arms full of clothes. She
tossed them into our baskets and

service put many to shame.
That's when the "love" in Local

ing the Christmas season.
Some people think the
real story of Local Love lies in

deliver a lot of the stuff. If you
need a break from studying for
finals or just have a desire to help

Love suddenly became a reality.

we could feel our muscles strain

This year. Local Love

was adopted by the Psychology

under the load.

the number of bags collected (a

out, look for postings on foxmail

lot!) or how many boxes of food

for information.

Origin of the Twelve Days of Christmas
Your'ealfama
ilrwth
i
hanged, or shortened by a head.

the Christmas song,
"The Twelve Days of

You could also be hanged, drawn
and quartered, a rather peculiar

Christmas," I think. To most

and ghastly punishment I'm not
aware was ever practiced any

people, it's a delightful non
sense rhyme set to music.
But it had quite a serious

purpose when it was
written.

It is a good deal
more than just a

repetitious
melody with pret
ty phras
es and a

list

of,

where else.

Hanging, drawing and
quartering involved hanging a

person by the neck until they had
almost, but not quite, suffocated
to death; then the unfortunate

Parliament final1

nssnovi^man jshtml

e m a n

heavy,
heat is on.

^priate.

a good midsection,

^sppy soul,
foul weather friend.

^ the placement that

front yard.

^lyou're on a roll.

were prohibited from ANY prac
tice of their faith by law - pri
vate OR public. It was even a

crime simply to BE a Catholic.

"The Twelve Days ol

Christmas" was written in
England as one of the "catechism

"Jerusalem! Jerusalem!
often would 1 have

wouldst not have it

thee

under my wings

a p o s

so..."

12 Drummers Drumming = the

The other symbols mean
the following:

twelve points of doctrine in the

large farm horses,
and literally torn
into five parts — one limb to

2 Turtle Doves = The Old and

Apostle's Creed.

3 French Hens - Faith, Hope and

Stockcrt and can be found at

each horse and the

Charity, the Theological Virtues
4 Calling Birds = the Four

http://www.howstuffworks.eom/f

Gospels and/or the Four
Evangelists
5 Golden Rings = The first Five
Books of the Old Testament, the

day.html.

Ouch. Now that that

little literary digression is over
with, back to the subject of this
article.

N e w Te s t a m e n t s

The gifts In "The

"Pentateuch," which relates

Twelve Days of Christmas" are

man's fall from grace.
6 Geese A-laying = the six

hidden meanings to the teachings
of the faith. The "true love" men
tioned in the song doesn't refer to

This article is by Fr. Hal

ramed.htm?parent=qucstion27.ht
m&url=http://w w w.cin .org/twelv

days of creation
7 Swans A-swimming = the seven

an earthly suitor, it refers to God

gifts of the Holy Spirit, the seven

learn the tenets of their faith — a

Himself. The "me" who receives

sacraments 8 Maids

the presents refers to every bap

A-milking

Catholic faith could not only get

In the song, Christ is

songs" to help young Catholics

II Pipers Piping = the eleven

faithful

of

chicks, but thou

remaining torso.
Catholics,

fate

street where the executioners

y

cipated

the

as a hen does her

was tied to four

to 1829, when

commandments

J e r u s a l e m :

entrails were still lying on the

them, the victim

during the period 1558

nine Fruits of the Holy Spirit
JO iMrds A-leaping = the ten

Christ's sadness over

while still alive. While the

gifts.

Catholics in England

a

memory of the
expression of

sheltered

stomped all over

as

mother partridge which feigns
injury to decoy predators from
her helpless nestlings, much in

party was taken down from the
gallows, and disemboweled

s t r a n g e

^ from a

symbolically presented

memory aid in an age when to be tized person. The partridge in a t h e e i g h t
caught with anything m "writing pear tree is Jesus Christ, the Son b e a t i t u d e s
indicating adherence to the of God.
9 Ladies *
Dancing - the

you imprisoned, it could get you
Issue 7 Vol. CXVII
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Forget Santa, bring onth^Grinch
DAN

WILLIS

A&E Editor

Who has not seen Dr. Seuss' car
toon "How the Grinch Stole Christmas?"

Well, if you happen to be one of
the few who have not, you need to watch
it before seeing the movie, which stars

Jim Carrey. This movie turns the cartoon
fantasy into reality (that is, if you are like
me and all movies are reality).
This is a fun movie from start to

Uni'y^ersai Studios

finish, and it's a must-see for this holiday
season. However, it is best if you know

the story of the Grinch before seeing the
movie. The Grinch is not your normal

hates Christmas as much as he does.

Everyone who has seen the cartoon

town called Whoville.

This is a masterpiece by director
Ron Howard, Jim Carrey, and the cast

Holiday Hero.

"How the Grinch Stole Christmas"

This movie, staring Jim Carrey, is knows that there is a wonderful ending to

and crew of "Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch

about the town of Whoville and all of the

Stole Christmas." It truly made me

Whos (the residents of the town) that live

the story.
This movie is not lacking in that at

laugh, cry, and get up and do a happy

there. Christmas time has come to

all. It brings the same wonderful, heart

dance. Go see it this holiday season

Whoville, and everyone is buying gifts warming message as the cartoon does. It

while you are home. It is truly worth it,

first comes to Whoville, and why he vinced that there really is a Grinch, and a

Chomwallitchoo!

and being frantic, trying to get ready for also adds a few new twists to the story and it will truly become one of your all
time holiday favorites.
that everyone should enjoy.
Christmas.
This movie was great; I would see
The Grinch lives up on the moun With an amazing performance by Jim
tain overlooking Whoville. The Grinch, Carrey, and amazing makeup and cos it once more. Perhaps even two times, or
of course, hates Christmas. The movie tuming, it is only a matter of time before three times, or four. If you do go see it as
goes into the history of how the Grinch everyone in the theater is totally con much as I do, you will be glad, like a

On T^e Pot With /farrv Potter
MUSICAL MAGIC FROM YOUR A&E GUEST INSIDER
HARRY

POTTER

Guest Writer

N*Sync last release "No Strings

gain on charges of gun possession stem

Attached." The BSB camp learned they

ming from an altercation outside a Detroit

nearly matched the mark, but in the end,

nightclub last April with XXXXX, 26.
A Dec. 8 date has been set for the

fell short.

in-state superstar to return to court, after

BACKSTREET'S

BACK,
NOT

BUT

O D B N O E S TA ' A C Q U I

EVERY

ONE

IS

A L R I G H T

Portland area fans of the Backstreet

As the Wu-Tang Clan paid a stop to
Portland on Dec. 1st, there was one infa
mous member left off the stage list. ODB
(formerly Big Baby Jesus) was arrested on

Boys were able to purchase tickets this November 27 of last month in the parking
past Saturday, in anticipation for BSB's l o t o f a S o u t h P h i l a d e l p h i a , PA ,
r e t u r n t o P o r t l a n d ' s R o s e G a r d e n o n F e b . McDonalds for failing to comply with
27. Rose Quarter employees are still

local authorities on a prior arrest warrant.

replacing the roof after last spring's 2000
World Tour, and now they're nailing down
the seats so the young "teeny boppers"
don't bum rush the stage and turn this

The popular hip-hop artist was signing

friendly gathering into an AC/DC mob.
Official SoundScan figures were
released Nov. 29, to mark sales through
the opening of the holiday shopping sea
son, and Jive Records is enjoying the ride
and the free publicity. Consumer giant
WalMart, which had purchased a mass
quantity (2.5 million copies) of a limitededition release of the new CD "Black &

Blue," to help push the band and the
record label over in-house rival boy-band
[December

autographs with a group of followers upon
his detainment. Rumor has it that the

defense lawyers for the Aftermath Records

prodigy kept the rapper out of the legal

clutches so he could continue his appear

ances on the summer's "Up In Smoke
To u r . "

JAY-Z ADDED TO TAC-TQWN JINGLE

Jammin' FM (95.5) "Jingle Jammade a late addition to the December 19th

holiday spectacular, as Mr. Jigga himself
^ hneupaofdperformers.
ded
to
an All-Star
Joinina

Hamburglar or Mayor McCheese was the
chief narc, but officials did inform me that

President and Co-Founder of RockaFella

the Egg-Nog Shake is available for pur

Millionaires and much more in

chase just in time for the "holidaze" at
most establishments.

MARSHALL MAY SEE THE PEN

Is the "penn" truly mightier than
the sword? Eminem (a.k.a. Marshal
Mathers III) may soon find out after

Michigan prosecutors promised a plea bar

Records is; Lil' Kim, Nelly, Cash Money
Tacoma, WA.

I'll save h'fo''''® 1°"^® '^ftover but
• • - Off to my pad to cou'chillv

where my hizouse is so bizzah,

For the A&E section of yourrrrrr

weekly CRESCENT, ,l,i, i, p" ^
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^ kly Top Ten Lists
BillboardToBT^nAlbm
jl.2.Backst
reet Boys;
The Beatles:
"1" "Black & Blue"

Billboard Top Ten Singles ' Top Ten at the Box Office
1.

1. "How The Grinch Stole

"Independent Women Part 1"- Destiny's

Christmas"

ChUd

3. Various Artists: "Now 5"

2. "Unbreakable"

1 "Case Of The Ex"-Mya
3. "With Arms Wide Open" - Cieed

4. Tim McGraw: "Greatest Hits"
5. Wu-Tang Clan: "The W"

3. "102 Dalmatians"

4. "Rugrats In Paris: The Movie"

4. "Gotta Tell You" - Samantha Mumba

6. Sade: "Lovers Rock"

5. "Charlie's Angels"

5. "Kryptonite" - 3 Doors Down

17. R-Kelly: "tp-2.com"

6. "Bounce"

6. 'This I Promise You" - N'Sync

8. OutKast: "Stankonia"

7. "The 6th Day"

7. "It Wasn't Me" - Shaggy Featuring RikRok

|9. LimpThe
BizHot
kit: "Chocol
ate StarfishAnd
Dog Flavored Water
10. Ricky Martin: "Sound Loaded"

8. "Men Of Honor"

8. "Most Girls"-Pink

9. "Meet The Parents"

9. "The Way You Love Me" - Faith Hill
10. "Shape Of My Heaif' - Backstreet Boys

from billboard.com

10. "Little Nicky"

from biIlboard.com

To p Te n C h r i s t m a s A l b u m s

Top Ten Movie

fivm us.imdb.com

Top Ten Game Rentals

Rentals

1. "Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2" (PSX)

1. Charlotte Church: "Dream A Dream"

2. "Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask"

2. Christina Aguilera: "My Kind Of Christmas"

1."Gladiator"

3. Various Artists: "Platinum Christmas"

2."Big Momma's House"

4. Kenny G: "Faith-A Holiday Album"

3."The Perfect Storm"

5. Rosie O'Donnell: "Another Rosie Christmas'

6. N'Sync: "Home For Christmas"
7. Billy Oilman: "Classic Christmas"

4."Mission: Impossible 2"

3. "The World Is Not Enough" (PSX)
4. "The World Is Not Enough" (N64)

5."The Patriot"

5. "Medal Of Honor-Underground"
(PSX)

6."X-Men"

8 . Va r i o u s A r t i s t s : " H o w T h e G r i n c h S t o l e
Christmas Soundtrack"

9. The Three Tenors: "The Three Tenors
Christmas"

(N64)

7."Frequency"

6. "Tony Hawk's Pro Skater" (N64)

8."Rules of Engagement"
9."Chicken Run"

7. "Perfect Dark" (N64)
8. "Driver 2" (PSX)

10. "U-571"

9. "Army Men: Surge's Heroes 2" (N64)

10. Celine Dion: "These Are Special Times"
from billboard.com

10. "The Grinch" (PSX)
from Hollywood Video

from Hollywood Video

HOLWA Y "BUCK WILD
HOEDOWN
10th
S u n d a y, December
Chi-Gf obi©
odge
A t

•:

•I

in

Clackamas

qFartina

@

7:00PM

come for the Square dancing
Stay for the Bull Riding

*

• .
Issue

8,^

j j -
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OPINION
From the Pen of the President

A plea for patience: why we

Does life

shouldn't demand a concession

imitate art?
BRIAN

DURICK

ASC President
1 have heard that art imitates life and that life imitates art

and that I imitate Liza Minnelli, but until recently, I have only
seen the third played out here at George Fox.
I'm sure that many sociologists or philosophers (people
who make "intelligent" comments about life instead of getting
real jobs) could argue that art influences and imitates our exis
tence. For instance, following the early success of "Friends,"
approximately every woman in America got their hair cut like
Jennifer Aniston. Also, the lift of prohibition led to the show
"Cheers."

These are both comical, harmless ways that art
imitates/influences society, but what about when the stakes are

higher? Many of you have heard about lawsuits against direc
tors of violent movies because people claim the movie caused

them to do things they normally wouldn't, such as buying

RICH

they smell funny" is my motto.
1 started to look for a bandwagon to jump on after I heard

that several members of the men's basketball team injured
their backs. Now the logical, sane person would say that these
injuries were the result of hard work during practice. Or being

worthy considerations in deter

Stajf Writer

mining the next president of the

expert power when delivered by

parading this sign: "Bush won!
Gore concede." And most of us

correction, and that as a result, the

and

saw

GFU

students

litigation will not result in an

problems and solutions available

effective change from its current

within our system.

Palm Beach county. Obviously,

outcome.

heard

of

the

"Sore-

tinuing litigation.
Most likely you've said
something like this in the past few
weeks: "I just wish this thing was
over" or "I don't want to hear any
thing more until someone can tell
me who the next president is."
Most of us have grown quite
impatient with the outstanding
verdict. It seems even George W.
Bush has lost sight of patience.
He has declared himself the

president-elect as if the host of
legal issues before the courts has
no bearing on who will be sworn

i n t o o f fi c e i n J a n u a r y .
Fortunately, some have been able
to approach the problem with a lit

that eiicourages both Gore and

about how the courts will resolve

Bush to submit their cases before

the irregularities (or not resolve)
really matter when determining if

the courts, is not easy. It also
means not bowing to fears of the
unknown. Many are worried that

Gore should concede? I believe

this is a question that most people
have answered rather lazily. I
have seen many accept this argu

the court litigation might tear our

ment: "Gore's . lawsuits will

It is easy to fall into the think
ing that our country is better off if

amount to nothing. He should get
out." Here are some reasons to

consider resisting this tempting
line of thinking:

pened).

Being the scholar that I am -1 am a communication major

after all -1 decided to apply my theory to the situation at hand.

By watching the X-Files, the basketball players inadvertently
allowed these aliens to nest in their backs and unless we act

fast, they will soon become zombies and accountants (I mean,

president is? Can't Gore's maneu
vers divide the country? Couldn't
it result in U.S. Supreme Court
case after court case? Isn't it pos

problem of this election that we
don't have any precedents?);

2) If we put these irregular

more

we

laugh, the
more

we

can

tolerate

the

is

midst

cede because it pre

the impatience
and laughter

serves the health of
our nation. But isn't

that is worth

this just based on a

t h i n k i n g

fear that our courts
will not be able to

about: whether
should

provide a clear and

concede at this

timely direction to

and

resolve this elec

withdraw his

tion? And isn't this

l a w s u i t s .

Many that sup
port a Gore

fear, when recognized for what it is.

Bob Kunst of Miami Beach, Fla., demonstrates outside the Florida ^ distrust that our

Right now you're asking yourself, "Brian, I am paranoid
and would like to see the end of these zombie-basketball play
ers. And accountants. What can I do?" I'm glad you asked.
First, you must remember that before attacking an alleged

was intrigued by the following

dict that his legal efforts will

comment submitted to Newsweek

prove futile. I understand the
arguments encouraging his con
cession, but really I believe there

by Cyrill Wahrer from Waldkirch-

the person is clean. Cats look at all normal people this way.

Second, you must be ready with garlic and plenty of water,
because you'll need something to wash all that garlic down

with. Third, throw the cat at the alien-zombie and run away,
because let's face it, anything has a better chance of beating
aliens than you.

In conclusion, let's review what we've learned today:

concession are

Supreme Court in Tallahassee, Fla. (AP)

is a better alternative.

My plea is for patience. I'm
not claiming that Gore or Bush

has acted in an ideally virtuous

Europeans find it unbelievable
that the Republicans don't seem to

be interested in determining the
correct number of votes cast for

president and, therefore, the will

of the voters. Trying to stop the

political spinsters and often seem
more concerned with victory than

recounting smells of 'bananas'

accuracy and fairness. But their
character, or lack thereof, should

not invalidate another aspect of
this election that each of us should
be concerned about.

A patient attitude reflects

what I think is the high road
approach to the ambiguity: to

at (and can respond to) the irregu
larities involved in this year's
election. The issues involved the

well, 1 got $7 for writing this.

Kollnau, Germany: "Many

manner. Both have turned into

believe that the courts should look

Hmnim....you think there would be more to it than that. Oh

e

Gore should con

of

the health of our country or pre

offensive weapon and yell "STOP!" If the cat hisses, the per
son is an alien zombie. If the cat merely looks at the person as
though it has slightly more intelligence than mayonnaise, then

s

lowing response:

something in

moment

e

often lead to the fol

There

Gore

h

questions have

ambiguity.

the

or even worse,
inauguration of
next president
20)?
T

lizing golf courses across America. We can't stand for it.

ever a person approaches you, hold the cat out as if it were an

how to resolve the problems in
time for the casting of the elec
toral votes (Dec.
18),
the
our
(Jan.

concerned for

My advice is to carry a cat with you at all times and when

sible that the courts will not know

ten. And the

really, what better profession for the undead). They will wreak
havoc on us all by creating complex tax forms and monopo

zombie, you must know if that person is being controlled by
aliens or not. Judging from other X-File episodes, the only
way you can tell is by judging a cat's reaction to the person.

dies. After all, wouldn't it be bet

tarily forgot

gated a murder in a small town and found out that the town

liquid pile of metal and fought Arnold Schwarzenegger (ok, I
made that last part up, but it would be really cool if it hap

Gore does not use his contest peri
od to file and pursue legal reme

power to set precedents for all
sorts of issues (isn't part of the

lem is momen

the alien bug thingy and kill it. Not Mulder then turned into a

k i n k i n o u r C o n s t i t u t i o n a l a r m o r.

ter for us to know who our next

ing, so I came up with one of my own: they have aliens living

grabbed Scully and put one in her back. Her dashing partner.
Not Mulder, had to save her by cutting into her back to pull out

country apart—to reveal the one

1) The courts have the

have pursued our fullest remedy. I

I know this is true, because the psycho-alien-culties

The patient attitude, the one

But should our predictions

there is discontent about the con

are heroes: as we laugh, our prob

into their backs and ate their brains.

the average American with only
an average understanding of the

Loserman" campaign posters in

have

hit head-on by a log truck. However, those answers are bor

was a cult being controlled by giant alien bugs who crawled

truest ring if it is derived from

perhaps these issues are too murky
and no legal remedies exist for

99W

ities before our courts we will

But wait—1 have evidence. Last Sunday on the X-files,
the lovely Dana Scully and her partner Not Mulder (it's no
longer David Duchovny, but instead it's the guy who was the
terminator in T2. Finding his character's name would take
research or effort, and let's face it - I'm just not cut out for that
kind of work, so I'm just calling him "Not Mulder") investi

But this message will only have its

judicial proceedings. It loses its

t l e h u m o r. L e l t e r m a n a n d L e n o

in their spines.

legal way to fix a bad system.

United States. I will admit that

Last week I was driving on

William Shatner records. Personally, 1 think these claims are

somewhat off-base, but I've decided to jump on the bandwag
on anyway. "Bandwagons are rickety pieces of garbage, and

and legal processes. These are all

BROWN

uncounted ballots, post due date
correction of absentee ballots,
turned away voters, ballot design.

and reminds some of the dirty
tricks of Watergate, Republicans
are tricky and want to win no mat
ter what the vote is. Is this the

message of our leading democra
cy?"

Wahrer may be guilty of vic
timizing the plight of A1 Gore and
unfairly targeting the Republicans
for manipulating tactics, but her
message remains clear. The

appropriate course of action, if we

government (that

has preserved itself

through the past 200 years) — its
legislators, and judiciaries —will

not be able to solve the problems
before it? Maybe our habit of
mind is to truly not want to know
the answer to that question. But I
do.

I want to know that the
Constitution and its government

design can be trusted to deal effec

tively with the circumstances of

our election. And I don't want to

think that our government's
strength lies m over looking criti
cal governance issues: the irreeularities of an election process. "
We should encourage Al Gore
o submit his lawsuits to see if the

courts can provide any remedy.

ttoofile fhiisllaewsuihts°as B
welul Let'
s hs
watch patiently, with hope, as our

cherish our democratic heritage, is
to strive for accuracy. I do not
mean that Gore should win his
lawsuits. It may be that there is no

'toubled this election,
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OPINIONI
t^rom the outside
world: fighting
in Israel/Palestine
D AVID A ANKPNV
Opinion Editor

the proper use of force by author
ities, the U.N. official wrote:

we start to focus on and tell sto

"Whenever force is used, the
principle of proportionality has to
be applied, and all necessary

ries about the world of Jesus, two
thousand years ago in the Middle
East. At that time, the Jews were

avoid loss of life or injury to
civilians or damage to civilian

suffering under Roman control,

property."

As we near Christmas time,

forced to live as second-class cit
izens. They were allowed to fol
low their own laws and celebrate

their holidays in their holy cities,
but they were not free.
Twenty centuries later, the

Israelis are still embroiled in con

troversy. I recently surveyed the
CNN website and learned that the
warfare in Israel and Palestine

measures have to be taken to

Robinson based her report

on a visit to Israel and the occu

I s r a e l i o f fi c i a l s h a d n o

immediate response to
Robinson's statements or report.
Robinson's report came as
Israeli-Palestinian fighting con
tinued Monday in the Jerusalem
neighborhood of Gilo. In addi
tion, funerals were held for five
Palestinians who were killed

Sunday night by Israeli soldiers
in Qalqilya on the West Bank.

pied territo
ries, as well

Islamic holy month of Ramadan.
Just before the latest bloodshed,

lence. Prolonged violence has
taken some of the joy from the

top Palestinian and Israeli securi

little town this season.

ty officials held a flurry of meet

Unlike previous Decembers,

ings aimed at renewing coopera

only a few tourists walk its

tion on the ground.
"We are facing real efforts
from the Americans, the
Russians, the Jordanians, to help
ease things down," Rudieneh, the

Palestinian spokesman, said. "We
are surprised
to see this mas

as Egypt and

sacre

Jordan, from

place in the

November
to 16. The

middle of the

I that the head of
I Israel's Shin
I Bet security

Israeli sol
diers were

[service,

using disproportionate
force when

reacting to a
threat.

article.

Commissioner for Human

Rights, on Monday accused
Israel of using excessive force

Robinson's
report came
as
former
U.S.

Sen.

where Jesus is thought to have
rested in the manger, few pil
grims join the local Palestinians
in worship.
"It's going to be very sad."
said Gerias Freij of the
Palestinian Authority. "1 don't
believe there will be any
Christmas this year."
Like other Palestinian towns.

I It was
I also disclosed

4th. I have always wondered

NEW YORK (CNN) - Mary
Robinson, the U.N. High

the Nativity, built over the spot

effort."

has not ceased since September
why the United Slates unilateral
ly backs Israel in these skirmish
es (in the Presidential Debates,
both candidates insisted that we
must retain our allegiance to
Israel no matter what). What fol
lows is an excerpt from the CNN

take

ancient streets. In the Church of

An Israeli military vehicle burns In the West Bank
village of Beit Ummar as the violence continues
throughout the region (AP).

Bethlehem, located about 10

kilometers (6 miles) south of

Jerusalem, is under a tight cor
don. The Israeli military has set
up roadblocks, and security has
been increased in the weeks since

A V r a li a m

September 28. when violence

D i c h t e r, m e t i n

broke out in the Middle East

Cairo, Egypt,
on Sunday
with the top

between Palestinians and Israelis.

P ti I e s t i n i a n

Bank. Gaza and parts of Israel.

security offi-

Most of those killed have been

c

Palestinians or Israeli Arabs.

i

a

1

.

So far almost 300 people
have died in clashes in the West

In Bethlehem, the death toll

_ M o li a m m e d

so far is seven. Tourism typical

Dahlan.

Last

week,

ly plays an important role in the
town's economy. So far this holi

against Palestinians in her report

George said
Monday that

assessing the latest cycle of

the fact-finding committee

Mideast violence.

"My overall impression

heads on Israeli-Palestinian vio
lence will travel to the Middle

remains that there is an excessive

East "in the near future." The

use of force; that the response (by

ian car and a military outpost.

committee will complete a report

Israel) has been one that is

by March on what triggered the

killed

beyond what is needed,"

clashes, Mitchell said.
Robinson, Ireland's former

Palestinian Authority President

K o fi

Yasser Arafat's Fatah military

reporters he had met with repre

president, called in her report for

sentati ves from both si des i n the

visit.

insisted the Palestinians ~ two of

full support for the committee."
Mitchell added, "We empha
sized our strong belief that the

Robinson told CNN.
"There has also been shoot

he

Israel blamed
Dahlan's secu

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF)

rity unit for a rash of attacks on

said the Palestinians were shot

Israeli settlers and troops in

after they fired at an Israeli civil

Gaza.

As the violence continued,

T h e I D F o f fi c i a l s a i d t h o s e
were

members

of

Mitchell met Monday morning

day season not many have come
to bargain and haggle in the few
souvenir stores open around
empty Manger Square. Some
shopkeepers say they've never
seen it this slow at Christmas.

with U.N. Secretary-General
Annan.

Mitchell

told

Just nine months ago. Pope
John Paul II visited Bethlehem as

part of a Middle East pilgrimage.
Two years ago, U.S. President
Bill Clinton paid a December

ing on the Palestinian side, but

the establishment of an interna

wing. But Palestinian spokesman
Nabil Abu Rudieneh rejected that

the superior firepower (by Israel)

t i o n a l m o n i t o r i n g b o d y. T h e

account. He told CNN he was

report urged that all cases of
lethal force - employed by both
sides — be investigated and sub

outraged by the killings and
whom he said were teen-agers --

violence between Israelis and

4th century Church of the

jected to a judicial process to

were unarmed civilians. He

Palestinians must be brought to

called the killings an unprovoked

Nativity in a show of support for

avoid a climate of impunity.
Israeli authorities, her report said,

an end."

peace.

other

The former Senate majority

also should facilitate access and
ensure the freedom of movement

Palestinians were injured in the

leader, a Democrat from Maine,

A squabble broke out among
some bystanders who com

clash, Rudieneh said.

of international and national staff

Also on Monday, a funeral
was held for an Israeli army offi
cer who was killed Sunday when
a roadside bomb exploded in a

pledged to work closely with
both sides "to provide an inde

plained the demonstrators were
forgetting that children have died

pendent assessment of the recent
events involving violence with
the goal of preventing their

in

disputed area on the Israeli-

occurrence."

killing.

L e b a n e s e b o r d e r. H e z b o l l a h m i l i

Mitchell declined to give a
date on which the fact-finding
commission would depart.

they doubted they would have a
Christmas tree. Too many fami

has been used, I believe, exces

sively " particularly against
youths throwing stones." she
said.

Since September 28, at least

270 people have been killed, the
majority of them Palestinians and
Israeli-Arabs.

Speaking in Geneva,
Switzerland, Monday, Robinson

of U.N. agencies and those in

expressed deep concern over the
escalating violence, saying, "it is

need of assistance.

vital that both parties renew
efforts to halt the current danger
ous escalation."

The report was submitted
Monday to the U.N. Commission

on Human Rights and the
General Assembly. Security
forces on both sides must not

overreact, Robinson said. Citing
international codes pertaining to

Robinson, referring to Israel,
said countries that are signatories
of the Geneva Convention should

"massacre."

Two

"assume they're in occupied ter

tia claimed responsibility for det

ritories. The international agree

onating the bomb that killed Sgt.

ment signed in Geneva obligates
members to observe laws of war
fare and requires standards of
conduct regarding the humane
treatment of civilians, prisoners
and the wounded.

Isl Class Kalil Tahor and wound
ed two other soldiers.

Israel, meanwhile, relaxed
social and economic restrictions

on Palestinians living in Gaza in
respect for the beginning of the

conflict, who "assured us of their

Meanwhile, Bethlehem, the
West Bank town revered as the

birthplace of Jesus, which nor
mally bustles with tourists and
glows with lights this time of the
year, has been racked with vio

On Sunday, men, women
and children marched outside the

the

recent

both sides are to blame for the

In the meantime, some said

lies are in mourning, they said.
One woman sounded a hope
ful note, however. "People are
sad and don't feel like having a
feast," she said. "I tell them you
have to do it for your children."

staff of The Crescent wishes
very Merry Christmas!!
you
l U

violence.

D e m o n s t r a t o r s , h o w e v e r, s a i d
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OPINION

Monopoly of non-profit organizations on campus
D AV I D A

give because they are saving up
for something special, or they

ANKENY

Opinion Editor

already feel that they have so lit
tle, and aren't willing or ready to

I recently witnessed here on
campus a violation of the antimonopoly rules of this country:
for the past three semesters, a
representative for Compassion
International has come and

recruited sponsors for young
children in foreign countries.
The monopoly in question arises
from the fact that no other non

profit organizations are so thor
oughly represented on campus.

share.

Some others, however, don't

like the venue that Compassion
provides.
Don't get me wrong: I'm not

She went on to talk about
how it was difficult to see the two

diet. Part of this may stem from
questions that arose after our last
compassion speaker. What is out

younger children thriving while

their older siblings were left out
of the benefits of sponsorship.
She shook her head sadly, as if
there were nothing she could do
to help these older children.

there for those of us who want an

organization that doesn't give
you the experience recently
described by our Compassion
recruiter? "I went to Guatemala,

saying that Compassion
International is an inherently bad

and you could tell by looking
which children were sponsored.
'That one is sponsored, that one

organization. I'm sure that the
idea of letter-writing and person

is, that one isn't sponsored yet.'
It really broke your heart. But

al contact with a child in a for

hearing those children sing to

eign land is very appealing to
some people, and probably very

Jesus..."

I question the stewardship
represented in this statement.

Maybe there was nothing
Compassion (or this particular
speaker) could do for the two
older children. But I know there

are other organizations out there
who could help the unsponsored

Or what about the situation

I have won

handedly responsible for saving
the world. I understand that they

stress child sponsorship and I
respect their emphasis. However,

i know that for people who would
like other avenues besides child

sponsorsTiip, there are other
options.

There are pfenty of organiza
tions (some centered right here in
Portland) that target entire vil

lages for support with food, edu
cation. and medicine. Some of
these include Food for the

Hungry, World Vision, World
Relief, Mercy Ships, Mercy
Corps, Northwest

dered, while sitting
in these chapels,

Medical

Te a m s ,

where the other

C o m m i t t e e ,

Mennonite Central

Mercy

"AINTERNATIONAL
MERCY CORPS

nonprofits are. I
think to myself,

American Friends
Service Committee,

"Why is it always
Compassion?" I

America's Second

mean, it's not as if

others.

Harvest, and many

they'll get all that
many more people

Perhaps I am
jumping the gun
here — perhaps

World Vision

C#MmsaON

a f t e r t h e fi r s t t i m e

they came—only

George Fox has
tried to recruit peo

i N T C R N A T I O N A k

the new freshmen,

and that's just in

ple from othe/
organizations, and
only Compassion

the first semester.

I suppose that
they will gel a cou
ple of new recruits

has answered the

who sat on their

apologize for any
impropriety on the
part of my query.

call. And if so, I

hands the first time

they came calling
for money, but that

H o w e v e r, u n t i l 1

amount sometimes

receive further evi

seems so small. It

dence, I will con-

seems to me that A collection of logos from some of the more prominent Non-Profit Organizations (clockwise from top left): Mercy Corps, Mercy Ships, Food tinue to wonder at
those who said no for the Hungry, Mennonite Central Committee, World Relief, America's Second Harvest, American Friends Service Committee,
the first lime did it Medical Team.s, World Vision, and Compassion International.
because they are looking for helpful in getting people interest
described by our very first children as well as their parents,
something else to give their ed in philanthropy.
Compassion recruiter in a dig
neighbors, and the whole village.
We do have a variety of non
money to.
ging deeper conversation. "I met It seems to me that there ought to
Obviously, some of those profits come to our missions a w o m a n i n A f r i c a w h o h a d f o u r be another option, one that pro
who don't sponsor Compassion week, but they are rarely featured children. Her younger two were vides for the welfare of more than
children do so because they don't like Compassion. I'm Just won
sponsored, but, unfortunately, her just those who are still young
feel it is their responsibility to dering if we could get a little two elder children were too old to enough to be eligible.
donate their money. Some don't more variety in our nonprofit
be eligible for sponsorship."
Compassion can't be single-

Northwest the reasons behind

always selecting

the same non-profit organization
to send representatives to our
campus.

I hope that we can remedy
this situation and give those of us
who are interested in helping
more than one child at a time a

chance to get involved.

Go(i is love: Judge not, lest ye may also be judged
N AT H A N

GOFF

Palm Beach, Florida, situation

- Genesis 8:21

and the confusion of their resi
dents is God's Hand in the elec

Do we really know the heart
of A1 Gore enough to support

tion.

such a bold claim that he is some

•Norma Swanborough
I would like to respond to
this with some quotes from the

how evil or directly associated
with evil? The scripture in
Genesis, which apparently came

Therefore, we do not have the

My very first reaction was:
I was surprised Gore had
received so many votes, which

Bible:

from the mouth of God, seems to

The message that Jesus

"Do not judge, or you too
will be judged. For in the same

condemn us all to a life of evil.

revealed to me a sad commen

way you judge others, you will
be judged, and with the measure

Business Manager
I was shocked recently to
read the following statement in
t h e t h e N o v. 1 7 t h i s s u e o f T h e
Crescent:

tary on America. America, and
what is worse even many
Christians, cannot recognize

you use, it will be measured to
you." — Matthew 7:1-2

evil when they see it and people

" Yo u , t h e r e f o r e , h a v e n o

easily believe lies instead of
thinking for themselves and
cannot recognize truth.

excuse, you who pass judgment
on someone else, for at whatever

man who will seek the face of

point you judge the other, you are
condemning yourself, because
you who pass judgment do the
same things." — Romans 2:1
. Never again will 1 curse
the ground because of man, even

God for answers in running the
country. I believe that the West

There

has

been

much

prayer for God to intervene
and put Bush into the
Presidency in order to have a

So how can we say that A1
Gore is any more evil than the
rest of us? Last time I checked,

God was the only being that held
the power to make such bold
statements of judgment upon a
person.

Therefore. I find it a very sad
commentary on Christianity to
see Christians that feel comfort

able making claims on a person's

character. Without arguing the

does that make him any different
from the next guy? I really do
not believe so, since God
declares us all sinners.

right to cast judgment upon
a n o t h e r.

brought to this earth was of love
and peace for one another. "'The

second is this: Love your neigh
bor as yourself. There is no com
mandment greater than these.'" -

Jesus Christ (Mark 12:31).

Some may interpret the
statements of judgment displayed
by Norma as something else, but

I have a very hard time believing

that they were made with love
and peace in mind.

takes, there is very little that he

though every inclination of his

has done to deserve such strong

heart is evil from childhood...'"

Nobody is perfect, and I do
not intend to tarnish the character
of Norma or others that hold sim
ilar beliefs, but I would like to

Judgments. Yes, he has lied, but

help everybody see the underly

political stance that Al Gore

ing message that is being passed
through such statements of judg
ment.

I believe such statements
portray Christians as somehow

perfect beings that hold the ulti
mate ability to judge the hearts of
others, even other Christians, as
Al Gore claims to be. As
Christians, we should use our

time and effort to love others, as
Jesus commanded us to do.

Jesus left us with very little
guidance in the political arena,

but a personal relationship with
Him should help guide each per
son in their political decisions. I
would urge all to avoid the

"demonizing" of those political
candidates that oppose your per
sonal beliefs, as 1 believe that

Jesus did not preach such a mes

sage of "demonizing" and judg

ment. He wants us to love each
other!

December
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Acting up in chapel
continued from page 1

istration and Spanish double

the message that God is bigger
and Christianity is shared by an
extraordinarily diverse range of

sophomore organizational com
munications major; and Erin
Newberry, a sophomore clemen-

people, thoughts and actions,"

major; Trina Christiansen, a

history major.
Although the group's

taiy education major.
"There's nothing better
than getting to use one of your
artistic passions in a ministry

vignettes include serious subject

focus," said Buhler.

said Player Jacob Kuntz, a junior

matter, the humorous undertones

and often times "just because"
sketches add fun and excitement
to their presentations.
"Our sketches have a

"I've learned so much

about my own walk with God
through the conversations
between Players, sketches, and
services we've attended."

purpose and tell a story, but they
are also fun to do," said Melissa

Mock, one of the group's five
seniors and a biology major from
Newberg, Ore. "1 love the fun,

silly, theater aspect of Players."
Other members of the

iz..^

er an Josh Houser face off in one of many Players performances.
,

,

.

area in the spring.
The Players consider

their duty not one of personal
gratification or fame, but one

photo

by

Erin

where God is honored. This
group was not designed to glorify
the performers or to advertise the

university, but to present a dra

The

Stelzenmueller

through Christ.
"[The purpose of

music double major; Josh

This group will continue
to look to God as their inspiration

Players] is reaching people with

Houser, a senior business admin

n e x t s e m e s t e r.

said Mock.

One student gets out of her rut while on consortium in southern California
ADRIENNE DORSEY
Guest Writer

eager to come home and tell

consortium at Westmont

f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e a n d n o t

comes to an end, I have

knowing if I was supposed

the Farmer's Market on

to be at Westmont.

State Street, going to televi
sion show tapings, or sim

As my semester on

ing a change of pace. I was
feeling restless with the rut
I was in at George Fox,
tired of being in rainy

-'f-M

find my dorm after going to
the post office. I started

everyone about my adven
tures, including my room
mate eloping while here,
but I will also miss going to

Barbara, California, need

8pm to Midnight.

part of such an active ministry,"

Buhler, a senior literature and

I came to Santa

Thursdays

Homecoming weekend in
February.
"It is humbling to be a

ministries double major: Kristen

sons I have learned.

Mondays through

throughout the years. A Players
reunion is planned during

matic representation of freedom

been reflecting on the les

Sundays 7-11 pm

chemistry major; James Kramer,
a senior history and Christian

those who have been involved

Getting out of the GFU bubble

Foxhole

Hours:

group include Ben Macy, a senior

The group has a long 25
year history, and the eight current
members are only a segment of

crying after I was sitting in
my bare dorm room, alone

After that rough
first week of adjusting to

ply drinking Italian sodas

my new surroundings,
things became like I had
pictured. I went to the
beach (three miles away) to

with friends at Barnes &
Noble.

Sometimes we see
extra effort to do some

study, ate at health nut

thing, or obstacles to attain

Oregon, and knowing that I
needed to "escape" for

cafes, had literature classes

ing a goal, as God saying

awhile.

palm trees, and experienced

His will before I applied for

Going on consor
tium sounded like the per
fect way to do this, and in

the southern California

consortium, and I did what I

lifestyle as best I could in
my three months here.
Students and profes

could to follow my dream.

sors would often ask me

in the same routine. He

how George Fox compared

wants us to get out there

to Westmont. I always

and test our limits.

many ways it has been.
Basically, consor
tium is going to another
Christian college for a
semester while technically
still being a George Fox

in the grass underneath fat

answered about the same:

no. I prayed for God to do

God doesn't com

mand us to be lazy and stay

It would have been

George Fox is more conser

easy for me to have not

s t u d e n t . Yo u r c r e d i t s t r a n s

vative, more focused on

gone on consortium. I bare

fer, but your grades aren't
reflected in your GPA (but

God, more strict. They'd

ly got my application,

always ask me if I liked it
better here or at George

opportunities that this area

essays, and recommenda
tions in on time, and it
would have been under
standable if I had said I
couldn't afford the extra

offers. But I also know that

cost. I could have chosen to

T h e fi r s t w e e k I w a s

George Fox is where God

stay where I was comfort

here, I had culture shock. I

has placed me.
As my days here
dwindle to single digits, I
feel ready to go home, but

able and close to home.

not without sadness. I am

California.

they are on your transcript).
It's a great way to take
classes in your major that
aren't offered at George
Fox.

was on a breathtaking cam

pus, surrounded by beauti
ful, rich, mostly blonde stu
dents. I got lost trying to

Fox. I have to admit I love

Santa Barbara and the

But

then

I

would

still be in the same rut,

wishing I was in sunny
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December 2000
Sunday

M O N D A Y

W E D N E S D AY

TUESDAY

S AT U R D AY

F R I D AY

T H U R S D AY

s' bball@
8Mens' basketbal 9Men
Concordia

@ Concordia

6 p.m.

11

10
Holiday Hoedown
7 p.m.

Dead Day

Candlelight Ve.spers
3 p.m., Bauman

Over the Edge
8 p.m.

18

17

13

12

14

To u r n a m e n t

Women's ba.sketball

Brook Streicher.

vs. Warner Pacific

Senior Recital

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Saturday Servants @

Urban Services

Harvest House

15

16

Mid-year

Commencement 2

Finals

20

19

Week

p.m.. Miller
Gymnasium

21

22

23

28

29

30

Women's basketball
@

Las Vegas Tournament

26

25

27

Christmas
N e w Ye a r ' s E v e

Day

Finals: get some caffeine in ya and "try" to study
On page 25 of her handbook, Fraser says,
"If you review your notes right before you go to

continued from page 1

bed (assuming youTe still alert), your brain will
continue to process the information all night, rein
forcing it as you sleep. It's an easy way to learn!"

regularly, studying the weakest subjects first, and
group review sessions.
"Group studying is effective only if every

Each professor deals with exams different

ly; therefore it is important to be aware of individ
ual expectations.
To aid in the studying process, there will

body has already gone over their notes," says

Austin. "That way, everyone is on the same page

and you can quiz each other on information."

be no classes on Monday 11, also known as Dead
Day. At 10 p.m., join your friends at the Midnight
Breakfast — a great study break!

Most importantly, it is important to get a

good night's rest prior to an exam and to eat a
good breakfast.

New semester: students need to work out the details
continued from page I

their bill is if they sign a Deferred

endowed scholarships for the

that students need to prepare for off your books for the next

Payment Contract with the

2001-2002 school year will open

Student Accounts Office. By

up in early December. These are

ing how you arc going to get your
whole bill paid for, there arc a
few options to help you out. One

signing this contract, the student
agrees to use part of their workstudy paycheck for their school

scholarships that must be applied
for on a yearly basis, and most
are related to a major area of

start arriving during finals week

option is to make manageable
monthly payments through
Tuition Management Systems

bill. As long as the student
remains current on their pay

study. The deadline for applying

last week of December.

ments, the student does not have

The application process

(TMS). The advantage of TMS

to pay any interest.

Now if you are wonder

is that you do not have to pay
your whole bill up front, and as
long as you remain current on
your payment plan, you are not
charged interest.

Another option that a
student can make to help pay

Students should also

think about scholarships for the
2 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 2 s c h o o l y e a r.
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e fi n a n c i a l
n e w s l e t t e r, t h e a p p l i c a t i o n
process for designated and

is February 1.2001.
will be conducted on-line and

website information will be post
ed soon. Announcements will be
posted on Fox Mail when the
process opens up, so keep check

ing the scholarship folder.

One of the last things

is getting their textbooks.

According to Andy Dunn, the
bookstore manager, used books
and new textbooks will arrive the

Before you start buying

books for the next semester, you
may benefit from selling your
first semester books back to the
University Bookstore. For each
book you sell back to the

University Bookstore, you will

semester.

Along with the Bruin
Bucks, the University Bookstore
is again offering to match the

price of cheaper textbooks found
online, but the price must also

include shipping and handling
costs, and the company must
state that the book is available to

be shipped within 24 hours.
As the semester comes

to a close, remember to make

receive one Bruin Buck. Each sure to confirm your schedulCi

Bruin Buck allows you to get $1

pay your account, get your text
books, and watch Foxmail.

